


On voudrait tous partir

Retrouver le soleil

Qui nous manque

Qui va brûler toutes nos peines

Le soleil, qui nous hante

Oh reviens, soleil, soleil

Soleil soleil
Pomme





He is

We're standing 
here by the abyss 

and the world is in 
flames.

Two star-crossed 
lovers reaching out 

to the beast with 
many names.

He is
Nostro dis pater, 

nostr' alma mater.
He is.

Ghost





Blue

Between my eyes
Is an ocean, you can feel it if 

you try

Not unlike a howling wind
Like a tempest in the open 

hearts of men

So true

True

Angelo de Augustine





I was diamonds in the cage

In seven hours I consider death

And your father called to yell 
at me

You little boy, you little boy

The Owl and Tanager
Sufjan Stevens





Do be do be deep
Do be do be deep

Do be do be deep
Do be do be deep

Do be do be deep
Do be do be deep

Do be do be deep
Do be do be deep

Sunflower

Vampire Weekend





You want it darker

Magnified, sanctified
Be the holy name

Feel the fire, crucified
In the human frame

A million candles burning
For the help that never came

You want it darker

Hineni, hineni

I'm ready, My Lord

Leonard Cohen





Make me cry 

Jacob Collier

""In every soul is the need to grow older
To speed up the passing of time

I don't know why

But it makes me cry""





Netpune 
Sufjan Stevens

Some great white rose
Of youth, your pleasure

Gives of my own heart

Generous portions, wisely

Breaks of my own heart

I felt the arm's length
While I've gone on my own 

way





It's a good day to be

A good day for me

A good day to see my favorite colors, 
colors

My sisters and my brothers

They see 'em like no other

All my favorite colors

Colors
Black Pumas
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